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Kalahandi, the picturesque landmark of Orissa
became a district after merger of princely states.
It lies between 19°.3  N and 21°.5'N latitude and
82°.20  E and 83°.47'E longitude. It is bounded
by Kandhamal and Rayagada district on the East
and Nawarangpur districts of Orissa and
Chhatisgarh province on the west. On the north
of this district situated Nuapada and Balangir
districts and on the south bounded by
Nawarangpur district. The geographical area of
the district is 8197 square kilometer with a
population of 13,35,494 as per 2001 census.

Kalahandi district is predominated by
tribals. Tribals like Banjara, Bhatra, Bhunjia,
Binjhal, Dal, Gond, Kandha, Mirdha, Munda,
Paraja, Saora and Savar etc. are inhabited in the
district. According to population Gonds is in the
first place and Kandhas come to the next in the
district. Kandha population in Kalahandi is
1,46,225 as per 1991 census.

The main sub-tribes Kutia Kandha,
Dongaria Kandha and Desia Kandhas are
inhabiting in Kalahandi district. Mainly Kandhas
are concentrated in Bhawanipatna, Junagarh,
Koksara, Kalampur, Jayapatna, Thuamul-
Rampur, Lanjigarh and Madanpur-Rampur
Blocks. Kandhas claim as the first settlers in the
district. They were the owners of all the lands of

the district in the past. So the land was named as
Kandhan or Kandhan Des.

Among the Kandhas of Kalahandi many
sub-groups are found. According to Dr. Krishan
Sharma Dangaria, Kuvi, Kuttia, Languli, Penga
and Jharania sub-groups of Kandha are found in
the district (Sharma : 1979:17). Other scholars
opined regarding their division as per following -

1. Desia or Kachharia Kandha, Kutia /
Kotia Kandha / Dangria Kandha.

2. Dongaria, Kuvi, Kutia, Languli, Penga
and Jharania.

3. Dangria, Jangalia, Nanglya, Pataria, Des
Kandha, Jharia and Maria.

4. Kutia, Dangaria, Jharania, Desia, Desa
Kandha, Dal Kandha and Maral.

x   x     x        x

Dal Kandha, Kandha Paraja, Maral, Sulia
Kandha etc. sub-groups of Kandhas are also
found in this area (Mishra: 1992:71).

Anthropologists placed Kandhas in
proto-astroloid race. But Dr. Krishna Sharma as
per his research in Kalahandi district opined that
the Konds tie into the proto-Astroloid racial type
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of Guha with considerable Mongoloid admixture
(Sharma 1979:103).

Kandhas are divided into numerous clans.
Mainly seven divisions (Barga) are found among
them. They are  Tupa, Luha, Budka, Gaanka,
Sika, Badbudka and Uchharia. More than hundred
divisions are curved from above seven divisions
(Mishra 1992:73). According to Dr. Dol Govinda
Bisi, a noted scholar, Kandhas are divided into

 Charmilikya, Kudurkya, Balaringya, Turkya,
Baramilkya, Kurmilkya, Sika, Beska, Dehelia,
Chimabiria, Mutkya, Satmilikya, Sarmunya,
Kurkya, Dal, Kamangya, Bachha, Uchrya,
Ghusurya, Desghriya, Chimkya, Tupa, Bubrya,
Dhumnia, Sangu, Lua, Kungibadka, Kanbiria etc
(Bisi 1990:65)

Territories are marked and named after
main Bargas known as Chaks, such as 
Kandhas of Kesinga and Saintala are known as
Sika Barg or Sika Chaka, Thuamula Rampur area
is known as Tuduka and Sermelka Chaka and
Jayapatna is marked as Miliki Chaka and Bijulka
chaka and so on (Mishra 1992:72).

Kui is the mother tongue of Kandhas.
This language comes under central Dravidian
language group. Still this language is used in oral
form. As much as four scripts are now invented
by Sri Dayanidhi Mallik, Sri Dinabandhu Kanhar
and Biswanath Pradhan of Kandhamal district and
late Dasuram Maleka of R.Udayagiri area of
Gajapati district. But non of those scripts are
applied in Kandha society for the purpose of
writing of the oral language. Missionaries in the
past created some primers and religious literatures
in Kui using Roman and Oriya script. In the
present day also some Kui literature in Oriya
script has been published by missionaries,
Academy of Tribal Language and Culture,
Bhubaneswar and some Kandha writers. Most

of the Kandhas are bilinguals. They are well
versed in Kui and Odia language. In some area
Kandhas have forgotton their Kui language and
are talking in Odia. The language spoken in
Kalahandi district has resemblance with the
language spoken by Doms.

Kandhas generally live in nucleus families.
After marriage the son has to build a new house
and separates himself from his parents. Only the
youngest son has the right to live in the parental
house. This tradition is prevalent in Kandha
society even today. Old parents are respected  in
Kandha society. Kandha families are patriarcha.
Father holds the higher rank in the family and then
comes the place of the mother.

All the works are executed by both male
and female. According to division of labour male
is to do cultivation, clearing of forest and prepare
lands, ploughing the field, building or repairing and
thatching of house, keeping of monetary accounts,
see the well being of the family etc. and females
are responsible for all indoor household works
like cooking, fetching of water, firewood, serving
of food in the family, cleaning of utensils, cloths,
cleaning of courtyard  and cow shed, plastering
of houses, mud plastering on the walls of new
houses, planting of seedling in the field, harvesting
of ripened crops etc. Females also take care of
the children and old parents. Hence when at the
time of choosing a bride for a Kandha groom
parents choose a beautiful and hard working
bride.

There were Dhangara Basa (youth
dormitory) and Dhangiri Basa (Girls dormitory)
in each Kandha village. Unmarried youths sleep
in Dhangara Basa and unmarried girls sleep in
Dhangiri Basa. Youths from other villages visit
Dhangiri Basa at night and present small gifts to
the girls and girls also entertain the youths with
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country cigar, food and drinks. Then the girls
dance with the youths singing songs and the youths
also sing songs accompanying with musical
instruments. Girls never dance with the youths of
her own village, as they are brothers or uncles in
relation. Now-a-days this tradition has been
stopped except in some remote area due to
influence of modern civilization.

Kandh youth select bride for him from
this Dhangiri dance and the parents of the boy
know the fact through the friends. After informed,
the father of the boy send the Disari. In some
places, Doms are also sent to negotiate with the
father of the proposed bride. If the bride's father
agrees with the proposal, the father of the groom
proceeds to the bride's house with some relatives
after some days and put forth the marriage
proposal of his son before the parents of the bride.

Before proceeding to bride s house to put
forth marriage proposal a test is to be conducted
in the house of the groom in order to ascertain
whether the bride will be auspicious or
inauspicious to their home. For the test a handful
of rice is to be cooked in a new earthen pot
keeping on a burning hearth. If cooked rice will
be overflowed and fall on the ground, the bride is
felt an inauspicious and the proposal is stopped.
(Nepak : 1977 : 223 and Dash : 1983:13)

Reaching the house of bride, the father
of the groom put forths the marriage proposal
before bride s father. If he agrees to it, then both
the parties discuss about bride price. Generally
bride price is paid in shape of money, ornaments
and buffaloes. Generally cash of Rs.100 to
Rs.1000 and buffaloes from one pair to ten pairs
are given as bride price. The person  who is
unable to pay it is asked to work under his father-
in-law's house until the required quantity is
realized. After this marriage date is fixed (Senapati
: 1980 : 97)

Kandhas believe the months of Margasir, Pausa,
Magha and Baisakh are the auspicious months
for marriage. Hence after payment of bride price
a day is fixed from the auspicious months to
solemnize marriage.

On the appointed day the groom and his
party proceed to the bride s house beating musical
instruments to bring the bride to his home, as
marriage is solemnized at the house of the groom.
The father of the bride treats the party with feast
and liquor. Then they return to their village with
the bride. Friends of the bride and relatives with
villagers also follow them. On the way a mock
fight is held between both the parties as the brides
party pretends to take back the bride. But on the
fight bride party fail to oppose groom's party and
then both the parties proceed to groom's village
with joy beating musical instruments.

At the time of departure the bride goes
to her father, mother and all near and dear relatives
and all houses of the village and weeps holding
them. At this time the father binds some flowers,
fruits or corns at one end of the Saree worn by
the bride as a tradition of his sept. This is known
as Kani china . If this  process is not done the
father of the bride is penalized by his society (Bisi
: 1990:76)

Marriage is solemnized by the Priest (Jani)
at groom s house. The father of the bridegroom
treats the bride s party with feast and liquor. Then
bride s party returns to their village. But two or
three close friends of the bride remain in the house
of the groom for two or three days until the bride
is settled.

Besides negotiated marriage, marriage by
dragging by force, father-in- laws successor bride,
elopement, entry into the house of lover by force
and widow marriage are also prevalent in Kandha
tribals.
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When a Kandha lady conceives, she is
bound to obey some taboos like  she will not
cross channel of flowing water, she should not go
anywhere in dark night, she should not go to
worship place of the village etc. There is also some
restrictions in taking of foods. She has to do all
the household works till the time of delivery.

When the lady feels labour pain she has
to go to a room of backside of the house and
delivery takes place there. An experienced female
of the village is to help during delivery, who is
called sutaren . The naval cord is being cut by
an arrow, pottery shred or knife (knandri) (Mishra
: 1992:77). An aged male member of the family
beats the front roof of the house by an axe (tangi)
or a yoke in case of male child and where female
child is born he beats by hand pounding rod. The
villagers come to know the gender of the new
born by this symbol of beating.

The father or the offspring mother is to
bury the naval cord and placenta on the back side
of the house just beneath the roof. Another hole
is also dug near the buried place, where the new
born will bathe for next twenty one days. After
delivery some restrictions in food also imposed
upon the offspring mother.

The family of the new born remains
secluded from others of the village for five or seven
days. On the appointed day an aged member of
the family or the father of the new born worships
the house deity by sacrificing a fowl and libation
of liquor for ancestors and gods. Then the
members of that family become purified and can
mix with others of the village.

The offspring mother is to remain secluded
in the labour room for one month. Nobody touch
her during this period. The offspring mother do
all her daily works through the backside of the

house. She is not permitted to go to the front
street. In case she goes to the front road of the
house by mistake Dharanimata, the earth goddess
will be angry and cause different kind of dangerous
situation to the village. Hence a heavy expensive
ritual is held to appease  the earth goddess.

Name giving ceremony is solemnized after
one month. On that day hairs from the head of
the new born child is clean shaved and bathed
after smearing of oil and turmeric paste. Then an
elder person of the family holding the child with a
new towel brings the child to outside the house
for the first time. The priest (Jani) gives the name
of the child on this day. The priest adopt some
traditional methods to ascertain the name of the
child. Generally the baby is named after any
ancestor. The head of the family treats the relatives
and all the villagers with a feast of goat meat curry,
rice and liquor.

When death occurs Kandhas take the
corpse to the burial ground and burn it. They don t
burn the corpse of child, pregnant women and
small pox patients. This type of dead bodies are
buried by Kandhas. After disposal of dead bodies
all the followers of the corpse go to the nearby
river or flowing stream. The Jani mixes the blood
of a chick with some oil and dip a feather of the
chick in that oil and smear it on both the palms of
every body after bath. Then all of them return to
the village.

There is no cooking in the house of the
dead for next three days and food is supplied by
neighbours. All works for three days are
suspended and all men and women of the village
do not do any work outside the village.

On the third day females of the house of
the dead plaster all the rooms with cow dung,
cleans all the clothes and bath after cleaning the
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heads with earth. Males also bath after cleaning
head with earth. After bath all wear clean clothes.
All old earthen pots are removed and thrown and
new pots are used for cooking. Water mixed with
mango bark juice is sprinkled in all rooms and
over all members. The household deity is
worshipped with scarifying a cock.

A ritual known Dosa is solemnized after
one month or one year after death. All relatives
with near and dear are being invited for the
occasion. The head of the family arrange a grand
feast consisting of meat and liquor.

In Kandha religious faith Dharani (earth
goddess) is the chief and revered goddess.
Besides Dharani Kandhas also worship Gram
Devata (village deity), Ista devata (household
deity), Bhima Devata (Rain god) etc. It is also
known that deities like- Khandual, Sat Bhaen,
Kandul boja, Jina and Duma also worshipped by
Kandhas of Kalahandi (Panda 1989:50). Duma
is the sprit of ancestors and they believe that after
death the spirit of the dead lives with them in the
family. They also worship all the elements of the
nature, such as hill, forest, water etc.

Kandhas of Kalahandi observes
Pusparab, Chaita Parab, Nua Khai, Dasahara,
Mandia Rani Parab etc. Besides this they also
observe Balijatra, Bhimabhia and Taki Parab.
Taki or Toki Parab is not observed annually. In
the past in this festival living human were sacrificed
and now a sheep is sacrificed instead of human
being. In Asadha Kandhas observe Laxmi or Taku
Parab, Nangal Dhua Parab also onserved on the
full moon day of Sraban, Naguni Parab or Bhado
Parab in Bhadrab, Chait Parab and Toki Parab
also observed by Kandhas ( Mishra 1998:45).

Toki Parab is observed for seven days.
It starts five days before full moon day of Pausa
and ends after two days  of full moon day. Each

day of the rituals named separately, they are as
follows:-

1st day- Aka Tola (Plucking of leaf)

2nd day-Upasi (Fasting)

3rd day-Darunda (Gathering)

4th day-Taki (Sacrificing the sheep)

5th day-Karakunda (Sacrifice of buffalo or goat)

6th day- Brlupata (day of merry making)

(Panda : 1993:72)

The sixth day is known as Dhangiri Dola
and seventh day is called as Gurupuja in some
areas. Activities of each day are discussed below.

On the first day the women folk go into
the forest and bring Siali leaf. They make plates
from these leafs for ritual use. All the outdoor
works are stopped from this day. This day is
known as Aka Tola or plucking of leaf. The
second day is called Upasi as all the villagers
observe fasting till the completion of the festival.
Everyone drinks and dances on this day. The
sacrificing Tangi or sacred axe and knife brought
to the Gudighar being worshipped in the house of
the Jani. The third day is Darunda means gathering.
Villagers of the Desa or Chak come with their
sacred axe to celebrate Taki Parab in the village
where the ritual is performed. On this day the
village deity is worshipped and four peacock toys
made of iron are buried near Dharani pole near
the Gudi Ghar and Dharani Pada. Other villagers
come with drums to the village for performing Taki
Parab and join others. They are all drunker and
dance throughout the night.

On the fourth day, the Jani and Disari after
worshipping different gods and goddesses through
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elaborate rituals proceeds to jenakhal or Debi
Gudi with the villagers in procession beating
drums and Mahuri. They also take the sheep, the
Taki with them to Jena Khal. There the Taki is
placed on a huge wooden pounding place and
pounded by a huge wooden pounding pole. Then
the entrails and liver are brought out and kept
separately. The liver is kept in a small earthen pot
which is known as Mutpen. Some rice, husks and
water are also poured into the mutpen pot. On
the same day at night a piglet is sacrificed at Sadar
Gudi and the Mutpen pot is brought to Sadar Gudi
and kept there.

The next day is the full moon day of Pausa.
This day is the important day of Toki festival. In
this day, an unmarried girl carrying the mutpen
pot on her head proceeds to Jenakhal in
procession with all the Des and Chaka members
present beating drums and Mahuri. The Jani
brings out a piece of iron called ling, which is a
symbol of Dharani or Earth goddess and worship
it. Then the Mutpen pot is buried there after
offering to the Goddess.

The sixth day is called as Dhangiridola.
Merry-making is the main object of this day.
Dhangaras and Dhangiris sing and dance Dhap
dance beating the musical instrument dhap.
Dhangara by force takes his beloved Dhangiri by
dragging with the help of his friends and his
villagers. People of other villages return to their
own village.

Seventh day is known as Gurupuja. On
this day worship is being done at nearby hillock
known as Nachani Dangar. The Jani goes to the
nearby stream  and fetches water. Then he goes
to the village, sprinkles water by a branch of tree
in each house of the village. Then the sacred Tangi
and knife are returned to the goddess and kept in
the house of the Jani for next festive occasion.
This is known as Tandi Ulen.

This festival is observed in this way in
every village of a Chaka or Des, where a particular
sept of Kandhas reside. There is also royal
patronage in this festival. Concerned Raja or
Zamindar supplies a sheep for Toki festival every
year to a village where the festival is to be
celebrated.

Bhima biha or marriage of Bhima festival
is celebrated in every  twelve year. The festival is
observed for a year long period among the
Kandhas of Kalahandi. But Bali jatra is celebrated
every year in honour of Bhima God. Besides they
observe Kendu Nua and Dumer Nuna festival
also.

The main folk dance of Kalahandi or
Kandhan Des is Dhap dance. This dance named
after the musical instrument Dhap which is used
in this dance. Kandha youths of both the sex  take
part in this dance. Dhangaras dance with singing
song and playing Dhap and Dhangiris dance
around the boys forming circle or semicircles to
the rhythm of the musical instrument. Dhangiris
hold each other's waist with their left hand and
holding the shoulder of the next girl in right hand
and dance. Girls reply to the song of boys when
they stop dancing. Girls never sing while they
dance. Mainly love songs are sung in this dance.

Dhap dance is performed in different
rituals to appease deities and at the marriage
ceremonies. This dance shows the aesthetic and
artistic views of Kandhas. Every Kandha youths
of both the sexes are extempore poets. They
could compose songs immediately as situation
warrants. This dance helps to participants to
choose a life partner also.

It is known from observation that the
culture of Kanhdas of Kalahandi has some
similarity and dissimilarity from their counterparts
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in Kandhamal and Koraput. But the motif in all
the cultures is unaltered.

A good amount have been spent since
independent for development of tribals. But no
tangible improvement is noticed in their livelihood
pattern. Rather they are displaced from their
beloved native land on the plea of development.
Forest is the backbone of tribal economy. But
they are barred from their forest rights by some
forest laws, which had emotional attachment of
tribals with forest. Globalisation in the present
days is a great threat to tribal culture. Kandha
culture of Kalahandi is also not free from it. So
tribals come forward to resist the developmental
activities in the fear that their environment will
change. They can not accommodate to the
changed environment and it may deculturise  them.
Hence it makes them revolutionary.

If we actually want to develop tribals, we
must first understand their mental state and then
without cultural attack we can impose industrial
and developmental activities keeping in mind that
it will not a burden for them and they could come
to the mainstream. If the valuable tribal culture
will be detribalized they will loose their tribal
identity. Now it is right time for intellectuals to
find a right path for development of tribals.
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